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A B S T R A C T 

IMLOG (Informatinology)  is a stalwart spiritual tool which creates direct connections between human mindset and the Nature’s Divinity in a complex plus exciting 

environment of discipline that is worth looking for more and more linkages with the ‘Creation-Organization-Destruction’ (COD) we are delivered and born into. 

Quickly forwarding, the IMLOG conveys that we, the humans, owe to our pre-defined successes and failures of past deeds in previous birth(s) till current. So, 

human being means re-born one, whatever previous animate or inanimate feature. Truth is Vedic-network of nodes called Karta (Doer), Kriya (doings) & Karma 

(result) with spiritual connectivity into birth. Research by humans has proved that Universe too has memory like humans do. IMLOG of all populations, countries, 

regions, places and cities on Globe has been operative since the Vedic commissioned Earth of potential of Super-Vedic-Conceptacle (SVC) configured with 

OMLAR (Ocean-Mountain-Land-Atmosphere-Rock) on the arrow of cosmic chronology. There is no human force to corrupt it.   

This Paper prevails upon IMLOG from Vedic stacks on our World’s COD imbued with breathed-out-heard-Veda-forthright, devoid of conflict of interest that COD 

is standing instruction of Cosmos’s Philosophy-Chemistry-Trigonometry of receptive Veda.  

Word of caution. IMLOG (Informationlogy) is abbreviation coined by this Paper. Not IMLOG tool for natural logarithm of complex numbers of Real & Imaginary 

proportions in Engineering, Physics & Mathematics even though mystification of Humans’ complex cosmic connectivity with Divine & Infinite Numbers is 

confirmed by Modern Science.  

Keywords:  Chemistry, Trigonometry, Philosophy, Stacks, Veda, IMLOG, SVC, OMLAR  

1. INTRODUCTION 

We come across Forest Flowers, Garden Flowers, Nursery Flowers, Backyard‘s Vegetable Flowers and so also, the particular Divine Flowers originating 

from respective buds with prescription for several kinds of occasions. Extending a little bit, a bud is folded closed on all sides inwardly concealing 

botanical merits and cannot become flower opened on all sides outwardly. These are basics of Vedic faithful knowledge as to how, at best, mankind goes 

on and on in belief of Living Supremacy but gets sized down to a drop of water in the Ocean. Mere mention of Ocean is a pointer enough to universal 

phenomenon within the Divine‘s startups such as Stars, Oceans & Mountains besides Earth's landscape sailing on spreadsheet of Seafloor, rocky 

Continents floating on micro-soft-fluid-Mantle, diamond-hard-Planets of macro-size revolving, rotating and swimming around pulling out Earth’s core-

geology causing Quakes, Tsunami, Plate tectonics, Continental drift, Lava fountains and Solar-Lunar-eclipses.  

As a matter of routine wisdom, one can carry out independent study of any country, region, place or human icon in our world of stacks of time.  The 

Unknowns (human beings) shall have to make themselves known to the World at large. Conversely, the World does not care the Unknowns unless and 

until their initiative comes to the forefront to take shape in order to make themselves known in their existential relevance to the greater World! This also 

tantamount to saying that whether one is on the right path for oneself finding out to get exactly where one needs to be. This is thus, fruitful guidance 

system to discover one’s born destiny along with birth of oneself in the midst of several kinds of talents, capabilities, vital turning points out of decisions, 

situations, planning temperament and myriad intentions during the progression of life-span.  
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1.1   EVERY RESEARCH HAS THE BEGINNING OF UNIQUE INDEX  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. LITERATURE RANGE FROM VEDIC ETHICS TO MIND POWER SURVEY  

2.1. Vedic Cosmology and Ethics  

Bodewitz, H. (2019). Foreword. In Vedic Cosmology and Ethics, Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill. available from: 

<https://brill.com/view/book/edcoll/9789004400139/front-6.xml> [Accessed 11 January 2023]  

The author Henk taught Sanskrit and Vedic religion the University of Leiden. Aṭṭahāsa reverberated through academic meetings and in formal gatherings 

when Henk performed. And just as in the case of his divine counterpart Śiva Aṭṭahāsa, this laughing occasionally has a sardonic ring. Meetings with Henk 

Bodewitz are clear of tedium and this unique quality has brightened up academic events that were anything but frivolous. The daily evening and morning 

offering (Agnihotra) according to the Brāhmaṇas established Law of Vedic Theory and Practice in the field of the Vedic Brāhmaṇaism.. Henk Bodewitz’ 

interest shifted in later years from Vedic cosmology to ethics with Vedic virtues and merits, Knowledge is the contribution of the Brahmán, which is only 

actualized under exceptional circumstances, when something goes wrong.  

2.2. Pantheism in Vedic literature  

Indianetzone. (2011, March 12). Pantheism in vedic literature. IndiaNetzone. Retrieved January 11, 2023, 

from https://www.indianetzone.com/53/pantheism_vedic_literature.htm 

Pantheism in Vedic Literature is the one of the major underlying principles of it. Pantheism is one of the fundamental doctrines of Hindu teachings.  

Pantheism in Vedic Literature is traceable to Rig Veda and that gathers force all the way down the stream of Hindu literature. The theme of Pantheism is 

also found in the Upanishads, the great epic poems and in the Puranas. The Vedic creed upon this subject is simplified into a conviction in the unity of 

all existing beings. The belief of Pantheism advocates that Universe and God are identical. Pantheism is one of the major themes of the philosophy of 

Advaita. Pantheism is a philosophical concept. Pantheism is a prehistoric notion. The concept of an underlying order to the cosmos is found in the Vedas. 

Throughout the Vedas many names associated with pantheistic forces like hiranya-garbha, narayana and the phrase tat tvam asi. The Vedas are concluded 

with the concept of Brahman which becomes the supreme principle from which everything originated and were maintained. Pantheism in Vedic Literature 

is the one of the major underlying principles of it. Pantheism is one of the fundamental doctrines of Hindu teachings  

2.3. Power of Mind as per Vedas  

<https://globalhinduism.wordpress.com/2012/01/07/power-of-mind-as-per-vedas/> 

Publisher Global Hinduism. “Power of Mind as per Vedas.” Global Hinduism, 7 Jan. 2012, globalhinduism.wordpress.com/2012/01/07/power-of-mind-

as-per-vedas/. Accessed 12 Jan. 2023.  

The Mind has the power of creating or undoing the whole universe in the twinkling of an eye. Slay this mind through Vichara (enquiry), destruction of 

Vasanas and control of its fluctuation. The power of the mind is indescribable and unimaginable. The greatest Siddhis and Riddhis are all the effects of 

the working of the highly purified mind. Terrific powers and psychic abilities are the expressions of the mind when it nears the All-powerful 

Consciousness which is the very existence of Power itself. There are beautiful stories in the Yogavasishtha which illustrate the existence of the dreadful 

powers of the mind. Mind is a crude form of the Chit aspect of the Reality.  

https://www.indianetzone.com/53/pantheism_vedic_literature.htm
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3. PHILOSOPHY-CHEMISTRY-TRIGONOMETRY’S VEDIC STACKS  

There is no digression so far as this Paper’s straightforward approach is concerned keeping in mind that it should not dwell on the treatment of Philosophy-

Chemistry-Trigonometry from a University’s academic nitty-gritty pose and prose. The Vedic angle of ‘Right, Title and Interest’ in approaching 

Philosophy-Chemistry-Trigonometry’s Vedic fabric assiduously is a must for propriety. Otherwise, misleading researcher in skill to hell with and 

mismanagement of their Right, Title and Interest altogether purposefully. Frankly speaking, Philosophy has its own Right, Chemistry has its own Title 

and Triginometry has its own Interest in the sea of humanity of University scholars, academicians, students, teachers and routine researchers simply with 

intra-disciplinary theoretical mindsets only and without applied notions. The latter is important for inter and multi-disciplinary evolutionary 

farsightedness. At this juncture, one can address the above sea of humanity as sea of non-Vedic concerns. An admixture of Vedic concerns and non-

Vedic-academic concerns might result in short communications’ lovely wide abstracts of Research and Reteach outlook for optimistic betterment in 

Life’s education which has already earned the door-step-delivered misreputation of time-pass-inactivity , time-pass-unactivity and also, merely time-

pass-activity and hence, a non-currency .  

In contrast, this Paper without marginalizing any kind of sea of humanity, no matter read or unread , focuses on human knowledge resources as diversified 

and derived as the 84 lacks of different models of living species plus innumerable sky-objects of the extremely wizardly Space in their varying proportions 

and phenomenal existences with multiple shades of knowledge caring for prospective seekers. There is an incremental prosperity out of Vedic 

Knowledge(s) too.  Therefore, Philosophy-Chemistry-Trigonometry’s IMLOG from Vedic Stacks is nurtured. Knowledge-seekers (past to present) have 

been organizing multiple shades of knowledge of the Vedic kind as well as the non-Vedic kinds caring for prospective seekers. Today’s PhD-Guides at 

Universities are similar to the Gurukulam’s Guru-shishya-shakhas of Vedic-period-Earth which now submerged after colonization of Vedic Homes with 

unwarranted extradition of Vedic Stacks by non-Hindu-loving races eyeing incremental prosperity out of Vedic Knowledge(s) for their exclusive racial 

upper hand and one-race-show in scientific knowledge(s). However, the Time is racing ahead of every other guy or anything else happening on our Vedic 

Earth like the adage that the Time and Tide wait for none. Change is symbolic of our essential existence implying that there cannot be any guarantee and 

warranty to human confidence in the stability of acquired knowledge(s), whatsoever be the available organized forms by whosoever concerned in time 

series of the past, present and inevitable future. Also, change reflects the Universal Law of Power Balance for the good, better and best or the bad, worse 

and worst to reap ‘something better than nothing’ out of the Vedic Universe called research-benefit by mankind. So, at frequent intervals of Education as 

a whole, the Vedic Stacks need to be referred to and relied upon for progression of existential values of mankind as such, no matter any general Scientific 

or Social complications out of human control but imposed on mankind by unfathomable remote control.  

4. Creator-Philosopher, Chemistry-Knower & Dancing-Destroyer as Vedic Actors  

Living Supremacy has been practically a working tool in our hands attracting our mindset to concentrate on the Science of Divine Firsts & Divine‘s 

Startups! Mankind struggles to discipline academically studied scientific intelligence across the Universal Laws of Vedic Perfection of Divine Super 

Wisdom. It has been already established that Researchers work in cooperation with a respecter of Universal Laws. This paper has studied inspiration from 

the observed roles of Divine‘s Supervision from the Vedic Corridors which came into existence via breathed-forth Veda with Vedic missiology running 

across the Universe known as the SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle) constituting our inhabitable Earth embedded with the OMLAR ( Ocean, Mountain, 

Land, Atmosphere, Rock) as has been already elaborately explained above.  

Hereafter, research-matters mostly are managerial roles of Vedic Actors, say, the Creator-Philosopher, Chemistry-Knower & Dancing-Destroyer known 

as the Divine-Actor-Godheads from the Veda. These divine Icons are for heading the Philosophy-Chemistry-Trigonometry’s dynamic power as based in 

the Vedic Stacks of IMLOG. The Vedic responsibility, Vedic accountability and Vedic authority entrusted to them edictally for coordinated and 

harmonious fateful clockwise Creation of human beings et cetera,   deductive Chemistry for protection with preservation and at last but not the least 

essentiality of anti-clockwise dancing causing the End of everything by trigonometrically destroying before emergence of a brand new Universe of cosmic 

ingredients.  

In plain terms, it has been said that Shiva generated the mathematical science of Trigonometry. Besides, He certified to the veracity of the Atharwa Veda 

by an anti-God Rakshas-Demon-turned Sage against the objections raised by the fellow-Gods. God Vishnu has earned the master-hood at Chemistry 

(organic, inorganic, physical & medical). God Brahma became elevated safe-vault for Vedic propagation since Brahma, the holder of Vedic Stacks in his 

raised hand’s palm with the Lotus as his seat  is created from one and only one Breath of God Vishnu revealing breathed out or breathed forth Veda .  

5. Vedic Brahma in His Managerial Role  

Veda is the foundation of all existing spiritual notions in the World. The Veda indicates a timeless, eternal and universal idealistic philosophical system. 

God appears in many ways in Veda to pinpoint that the Veda is the foundation of all existing spiritual notions in the World and the Veda indicates a 

timeless, eternal and universal idealistic embodiment of Him as well as His System. Hence He becomes Universal God but not higher in esteem compared 

to Shiva and Vishnu. The ordinary layers of human beings always remain complex and obscure in reckoning Veda as their knowledge from head to toe.  

Obviously, the reference is to Brahma who is found always holding the Veda in his palms. His vehicle is Flying Bird of Swan. 
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6. Vedic Vishnu in His Managerial Role  

Vishnu is the preserver and protector of the Universe. His role is to return to the earth in troubled times and restore the balance of good and evil. So far, 

he has been incarnated ten times and that he will once more reincarnate as the last eleventh one to end this world. Vishnu is for Preservation chiefly as 

well as the great maintainer through incarnations to provide salvation for humanity. It is believed that it is His power which protects and sustains Life on 

the Earth and the Veda in the hands of Brahma. His vehicle is Flying Bird of Eagle. 

7. Vedic Shiva in His Managerial Role  

God’s form resembles the subterranean fire of luminous form like millions of lightning flashes, striking intense terror with all sidereal Universes inside 

it looking like constellation of luminous blaze including mountains like Meru, Mandara, Vindhyā, the seven seas, sun and moon, the subordinate-Gods 

and all five elements of Water, Wind, Fire, Earth & Space . Also, one can find forests, holy mountains, the fourteen worlds and the entire cosmic expanse 

in the God’s mouth prima facie. The universe takes shape in God only with all-pervading four quarters and the intermediate directions. God becomes the 

Universe, second-less, infinite and the eternal. Even when the Universe has to become extinct, there is no loss or suffering to God who still prevails on 

the Ocean of existence and consciousness. God is the blue throated the very form of time, the destroyer of all sins and the remote-controller to witness 

and experiencing all the functions of an illusory mind. Obviously, the reference is to Shiva. His vehicle is the Bull. 

8. PHILOSOPHY’S VEDIC IMLOG SIGNIFICANCE   

The Philosophy is that of the Vedic Time-hood and in that it is the only intrinsic truth for everything, of everything and by everything. Everything has a 

distinctive nomenclature over and above which its common nomenclature is called the Time. In these modern times, there are the so-called Warranties 

and Guarantees which are nothing but the Time. Time is the currency known as Supreme Divinity.  So also the Sun-setting and rising again is all the 

Time. Time is the greatest Time, indeed is the Almighty of all. and the source of all existence: Infinite Time or Time is infinite is the Vedic philosophy. 

Furthermore, the philosophy of the Time is by far superior of anything conceived by human mind, In its entirety, Time is known as the Veda philosophy 

conclusively. Practical applications of Time galore. In our modernized current Daily Life, life styles and National Life  we come across several kinds of 

usages of Time such as, for example, time-tables, time-lines, point in time, dot of time, punctuality, periodicity, frequency, on time, in time, at-that-time, 

Railways-Time-Table, Weekly-Class-room-Subject-wise-Teacher-wise-Time-Table at Schools /Colleges/Universities, Bank’s Term (Time) Deposits, 

Time for computing simple and compound Interest for Savings and Borrowings of Loans /Advances,  Medical Routines Time Tables for Doctors & 

Nurses & Compounders at Hospitals, et cetera besides having in our Vedic educative knowledge , the IMLOG of  Lunar year 354 days – Solar (Tropical) 

year 365 1/4 days – Civil year 360 days (21 days added every 4th year) .  

9. CHEMISTRY’S VEDIC IMLOG SIGNIFICANCE 

Lord Vishnu is said to be God of Chemistry (Rasayan Vidya) and the Veda mentioned about chemical laboratories for experimental pharmaceutical 

compounds preparation by Dhanvantari, incarnation of Vishnu as the God of Medicine who authored the apparent Veda-like Ayurveda in the Vedic 

Universe to help out humanity’s tribulations. Originally, he is the physician of the gods (devas).   

10. TRIGONOMETRY’S VEDIC IMLOG SIGNIFICANCE 

In general World of practicing mathematicians, in a nut shell, Trigonometry is all about studies on  right angle triangle for relationship between the sides 

and angles through which the unknown value of an angle and length of sides could be found out.  Also, famous for different identities of trigonometry on 

right angled triangles or trigonometric functions or trigonometric formulas for converted non-right-angle-triangles (every angle relates its opposite side) 

or such trigonometrical transformations. However, in the Vedic context of this paper’s titled thematic research effort, the following is the palatable 

altruistic Vedic Trigonometricism extensively laudable and directly coming from the inner Vedic insights.    

Trigonometry emanated from Vedic Shiva as the entire range of all arts and sciences Shiva represents the fact that the whole eternity, including its various 

arts and sciences, has continued due to his will. This is pointer to the fact that the Vedic-designed-trigonometrical-transformation considered the principle 

‘many to one’ conversion of oneself beyond the three unnatural triangular abnormalities of injustice, arrogance and jealousy inculcating right-angled 

spirituality and truthfulness out of non-right-angled triangular evils plaguing the human-souls and to be warded off by Him . Let us see specifics in this 

respect as laid down shining illustrations below.  

Firstly, the Trident or the Trishul (weapon of Shiva) projects three tips but one main stem. The consolidated power of the three tips is in the right-hand-

held thrown-stem and it is always situated on the side of His right hand nearby His seat on the tiger-skin. He picks it up with the three tips directed 

skyward to the Cosmic Universe firstly without pointing the three tips downward to the Earth’s surface. Thus He gets ready before releasing it out of his 

right-hand-palm’s grip. This is pointer to the fact that the Vedic-designed-trigonometrical-transformation considered the principle ‘many to one’ 

conversion of oneself beyond the three unnatural triangular abnormalities of injustice, arrogance and jealousy inculcating right-angled spirituality and 

truthfulness out of non-right-angled triangular evils plaguing the human-souls. and to be warded off by Him   
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Secondly, Shiva has the third Eye vertically situated on the forehead’s Centre above the usual two horizontal eyes of His constituting the applied 

trigonometric property of focused vision’s right-angled triangular concentration with deadly effect of outflow of burning light-flash. Thus, He opens His 

3rd Eye decidedly whenever required to meet with challenges confronting Him ensuring that the Vedic-designed-trigonometrical-transformation 

considered the principle ‘many to one’ conversion of oneself beyond the three unnatural triangular abnormalities of injustice, arrogance and jealousy 

inculcating right-angled spirituality and truthfulness out of non-right-angled triangular evils plaguing the human-soul and to be warded off by Him .  

Thirdly, Shiva is also known as the Omkar. This is to convey that He is the only one of the sacred Vedic sound OM in its articulated utterance and 

frequency of chanting .Trigonometrically sensed, the OM is made up of three sounds of A, U , M ( AUM) which is accompanied, surrounded and followed 

by perfect silence . The sound A represents the waking-state (the first state of Consciousness), the sound U represents the dream-state (the second state 

of Consciousness) and the sound M represents the deep-sleep-state (the final stage of the mind in rest unbecoming of Consciousness) . That’s why, Omkar 

of Shiva can also be written as AUM-kar. Noteworthy point here-in-all is that, because, the three letters A, U, M pronounced in combination as OM, can 

alone be the generalized symbol of all possible sounds. The OM is truly symbolic of Shiva, the very first manifestation of Divine Wisdom, and is indeed 

nearer and dearer to Shiva.  Finally and trigonometrically, ‘AUM’ / ‘OM’ represents the Manifest World, the Un-manifest World and the World of 

Experience of Shiva.  

11. The Vedic Universe Stage-Managed by OMLAR Embedded SVC  

Human knowledge resources are as diversified and derived as the 84 lacks of different models of living species plus innumerable sky-objects of the 

extremely wizardly Space in their varying proportions and phenomenal existences. By means of the specific knowledge of the Greek word Pan with 

implied sense of All/Entire/Whole, no wonder, it alone counts on the Vedic Universe of OMLAR (Ocean, Mountain, Land, Atmosphere, Rock) giving 

rise to the irrevocable four Pans’ Pan-thalassa, Pan-theism, Pan-gaea and Pan-genesis. The powerfulness of four Ps vide four Pans for fulfillment of the 

obligations of the SVC is clear-cut. The specified obligations are, firstly in the continental land of creative design Pangaea , secondly, in the Sustainability 

of Life’s Movement across Inhabitants by Pangenesis, thirdly in Practice of Vedic Awareness prescriptions of Pantheism and fourthly in the SVC-

Conscience-Reality of Panthalassa . 

 In an equalization mode of representative interpretations, it appears as seen hereunder.  

➢ Continental Design  = Pangaea = M & L of  OMLAR 

➢ Sustainability of Life’s Movement by Inhabitants = Pangenesis = A & R of  OMLAR  

➢ SVC-Conscience-Reality = Panthalassa = O of  OMLAR  

➢ Preaching & Practice of Vedic Awareness’s prescriptions = Pantheism = OMLAR  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. SVC’s Pans Four channelization 

The correspondence between the OMLAR and the Four Pans can be explained as that of between the milk and buttermilk. A drop of buttermilk in a glass 

of milk forms curds which is neither milk nor butter nor buttermilk.. On churning the curds mixed with a little water, real butter could be taken out. After 
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butter extraction, the residual is the new and fresh buttermilk in plenty. From this example, the OMLAR and the four Pans on thorough examination for 

inter-connected activities, disclose their  mutual correspondences. The O (Ocean) & R (Rock) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the 

Panthalassa which is stated to be the primitive Ocean hoisted on the rocky-basined-leak-proof Earth, first of its kind of Vedic creations constituting the 

SVC. The M (Mountain) with the L(Land) & R (Rock) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Pangaea which is stated to be the singleton 

Super Continent on the Earth, first of its kind of Vedic creations making up the SVC. The L (Land) and the A (Atmosphere, i.e., compound of river-flow 

of drinking water for living species of life movement enabled on land whether belonging to human type / animal kingdom, oxygenated air circulation, 

white-warm-Sunlight for visibility with climatic bushy/dwarf greenery & plant-lets) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pangenesis on the Rocky 

Earth, unique of the SVC.  The OMLAR as the all/entirely/wholly without predecessor since the beginning of Vedic time is the fountain of Pantheism 

enabling Vedic Value that the Earth is celestial body called SVC. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  Many-one functional relationships between OMLAR & Four Pans 

12. CONCLUSION 

IMLOG (Informationlogy) is an abbreviation coined by me and as such not to be mistaken for the IMLOG Function tool to calculate the natural logarithm 

of a complex number consisting of Real & Imaginary proportions in modern studies of Engineering, Physics & Mathematics even though the Number 

mysticism & symbolism too represent complex system of Human lived Life on Earth in the Universe getting influenced by cosmic Divine & Infinite 

Numbers as confirmed by modern science. Not a single Sovereign Republic Nation of Democracy or Communism or other modes of people’s 

administration, till this moment in time, has legislated proscribing professional practice of Divine & Infinite ‘Numberological’ (also named 

Numerological)  speculation.  
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